
Date: 22 October 2018 
Time: 1400-1500 
Venue: Admin Building, Level 10, Meeting Room 10.3 
 
Attendee:  

1. Nicholas Thian  
2. Celine Chua 
3. Raylene Ng 
4. Ryder Kin 
5. Ryan Yang 
6. Anicia Gan 

  
Agenda: 

1) Updates 

2) Personas and Scenarios  

3) Game Storyboard 

4) To Be Process 

5) Login/Logout Demo 

6) Information Required 

 

Updates refers to some of the terms we used and we have decided as a group to change terms 

like challenges to missions. We have also shared with them our personas and scenarios to 

ensure that it is as accurate as possible. In addition, we have an overall theme for the SMU 

Engaging U Program. However, based on our sponsor’s feedback, we will need to work on it. 

Moreover, we have started coding the mobile app. We decided to show them and there were 

changes such as there is no need for login and logout page. We also needed information such as 

total time spent to work on the X Factor. 

 

X-Factor 

1) 120 hours saved per year 

Total hours spent through manual process: 5 hours/quarter 

2) 80% Time Saved via Automation 

Gauging based on real life usage of manual entry to current pen and paper process: 

- Manual Entry: 6 hours/quarter 

- Automated: 1 hour/quarter 

3) 50 Registered User 
 



Review:  
- Demographics: Average age group 30+ -40+ 
- Total number of hotspots: 7  
- When they log in they will see introduction of engaging U  
- Time spent to prep for Engaging U:  

- 2-3 hours x 2 pax 
- If hotspot not here need to retake picture at somewhere else  

- XFactor: they conduct engaging u twice every quarter 
 
Game: 

1) Each hotspots will have 2 missions (e.g. one wefie and one task)  
2) One trail but everyone start from a different hotspot. After Yvonne click on the start trail 

button, they should be able to see the first hotspot assigned to them 
3) NO guidance/ shortest route. Show them their starting points.  
4) A quest-thingy but change the theme from aliens to something for a general age group 

a) Earn badges to be SMU’s ambassador or something like that  
b) SMU’s new theme: Imagining better  

5) Login/logout remove. Change to kahoot style.  
a) Enter the trail code, and their names then our system will throw the participants 

to random groups. Yvonne only need to enter the number of groups for the trail.  
6) They suggest putting smoo smoo in different colours at different hotspots 
7) Don’t freeze the screen just prompt them to come back  
8) There should be a button for yvonne to stop the time for the different groups so that the 

timestamp for each group will be recorded. For those groups in a tie, those who 
completed faster will be given extra points.  

9) Live leaderboard: shows what hotspots and missions have been completed but scores 
will be hidden.  

10) Pins on maps will change colour when the groups complete the task  
11) Trail for wet weather  

 
Persona:  

- Problems participants faced:  
- Left alone during onboarding  
- Change the to they are more comfortable in using technology 

To-be: 
- Add storing of photos and videos and downloading the videos and photos  
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